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CLINICAL
Wearing away
oral health

In the first of three articles, Professor Andrew Eder
presents an overview of the facts and figures that
suggest greater numbers of patients are exhibiting
increasingly severe tooth wear

Modern medicine and preventive dentistry
help many people to live extended lives
and keep their teeth for longer; however,
this longevity can result in some health
issues becoming more widespread,
including that of tooth wear.
Throughout dental practice in the
UK, growing numbers of patients
are presenting with abrasion,
attrition and/or erosion.

The challenge ahead

Comparing the latest Adult Dental
Health Survey (ADHS) with its
predecessor, figures show that
in just 11 years the incidence
of tooth wear in England has
increased by 10%, which,
when
extrapolated,
is of considerable
concern for the
future.
The
more
recent of the
two
surveys
states:
‘The
g r e a t e s t
increase
was
in the youngest
three age groups;
15
percentage
points,
10
percentage points and
13 percentage points
for those aged 16 to
24, 25 to 34 and 35 to
44 years respectively…
While the increase in
moderate tooth wear
is small, moderate
tooth wear in 16
to 34 year olds is of
clinical relevance as it is
suggestive of rapid tooth
wear.’

An urgent message

Tooth wear is a natural part
of life and it gets worse as
we get older, so it is fair to
suggest that suffering some
tooth wear is unavoidable.
Professor Andrew Eder is a specialist in restorative dentistry and
prosthodontics and clinical director of the London Tooth Wear
Centre, a specialist referral practice in central London. He is also
professor/honorary consultant at the UCL Eastman Dental Institute
and associate vice-provost (Enterprise) and Director of CPD and
Short Course Development at UCL. The London Tooth Wear Centre®
offers an evidence-based and comprehensive approach to managing
abrasion, attrition and erosion, utilising the latest clinical techniques
and an holistic approach in a professional and friendly environment.
For further information on the work of the London Tooth Wear
Centre®, visit www.toothwear.co.uk, email info@toothwear.co.uk or
call 020 7486 7180.
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However, a number of causes of tooth wear
are preventable – at least to some extent.
Because of this, all dental professionals
can make a difference to their patients’
susceptibility to tooth wear.
Although it does seem that the younger
generations are suffering the most from
tooth wear, irrespective of age, patients
need to be made aware that imprudent
food and drink choices, eating disorders
such as anorexia and bulimia, stressrelated bruxism, and over-zealous tooth
brushing can all cause damage to the
enamel and dentine.
The ADHS states: ‘There is no hard and
fast rule about when tooth wear needs
intervention, whether that be preventive
strategies or treatment to restore lost
tissue, but the occurrence of abnormally

high levels of wear affecting several
teeth… is of importance.’
The report continues: ‘Severe wear
remains rare, but there are signs of an
increase since the last survey and there
are a small but increasing proportion of
younger adults with moderate wear which
is likely to be clinically important.’
It therefore seems that the dental
profession needs to work harder with
patients if we are to have any chance of
sabotaging the tooth wear destiny that the
ADHS statistics foretell for the UK
population.
Next issue, Professor Eder will share
with Dentistry readers how and why the
physiology of patients’ teeth is changing.
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If you want to do your bit
for the environment whilst
ensuring compliance
with HTM01-05,
Freephone 0500 321111 or
e-mail sales@evident.co.uk

If only life was t his easy...
I recently read an article about the risk of aerosol contamination
around the dental chair. What interested me is that using spray
disinfectant can also produce a contaminated aerosol, which got me
thinking about other disinfecting products that can be used in surgery.
The HTM 01-05 document on decontamination in practices states
“DH sponsored research on the use of microﬁbre cloths suggests
that, provided deep cleaning is performed as an initial exercise, the
subsequent use of microﬁbre-based techniques can be helpful in
achieving satisfactory removal of infectious agents from surfaces”.
With this in mind, I’d like to bring your attention to our eﬀective range
of microﬁbre cleaning cloths ‘e-cloth Professional’. You'll be pleasantly
surprised by the amazing results they deliver, successfully removing
over 99% of bacteria from all hard surfaces; just by using water!
Unlike conventional cloths, our e-cloth's contain more than 500
million ﬁbre strands. As you wipe them across a surface the ﬁbres
clean by breaking up, trapping and absorbing dirt and bacteria. The
resultant dirt and bacteria is “locked into” the cloth thereby avoiding
cross contamination.
Available in green, blue, red and yellow, our e-cloths can be used for
clinical and decontamination areas as well as washrooms, kitchens
and oﬃces. Using the e-cloth is quick and easy. Simply wet it
thoroughly, wring out excess water, fold and use as a pad for cleaning.
Plus they are washable so can be reused again and again.
E-cloth Professional is extremely cost-eﬀective and eco-friendly,
helping save time and money and reducing the use of chemicals
in surgery.

Cotton fibre
(200 denier)

Microfibre
(1 denier)

E-cloth fibre
(0.26 denier)

E-cloth fibre split
into 16 fibre
strands

E-cloth fibres cut through
grease, dirt.
Capillary action rapidly
draws dirt and liquids into
the fibre gaps.

e-cloth PROFESSIONAL
Every ‘e-cloth
Professional’ has 30,000
ﬁbres per square inch
and more than 500
million ﬁbre strands
per cloth. The special
ﬁbres are capable of
entangling and thus
remove a wide range
of pathogenic particles.
In addition, the cloth
is impregnated with
antibacterial nano silver
making it eﬀective
in removing grease,
dirt and bacteria from
hard surfaces without
the need for harsh,
needlessly expensive
cleaning products.

For more information about our range of products please contact
Evident on Freephone 0500 321111.
@evidentdental
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